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0. GLOSSARY

In this section you will find the meaning given to some words that we will use frequently throughout the
presentation.

SVELARE (to unveil): Italian meaning for 1.Remove the veil, release from the veil; 2. To reveal, to make
known what has hitherto remained unknown, or was intended to remain hidden, unknown.
VELA (sail, noun): Italian word to indicate the fabric mounted on top of the mast of a boat to allow it to
move forward.
SIRENA: Each year, a filmmaker or video artist will join us on board, setting the tone of the festival, its
theme and offering workshops and lectures. This trip will function as an artistic residency and will allow
him/her to carry out a personal project linked or not to the festival.
SLOW TRAVEL: Travel by land or sea rather than by air, with a concern for reducing the carbon footprint
and revaluing the principle of travel and journey, taking into account the social and cultural environment.
INDEPENDENT FILM: A film produced outside the major studio system, usually on a low budget. By
choosing independent cinema we want to give a voice to talented and unknown filmmakers closer to the
reality of the field.
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1.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
When you search the word ‘Mediterranean’ in any newspaper, you will find innumerable articles detailing tragedies
of shipwrecked migrant boats, forest fires, heat waves, mass tourism and economies in crisis. Yet the word
‘Mediterranean’ is more complex than just that, aside from its crystalline waters, renowned cuisine and idyllic
beaches, the area is indelibly marked by a rich and complex history, with a storytelling culture spanning thousands
of years and kilometres, with boats constantly traversing from shore to shore. After looking back at the region’s
history, we have a bold vision for a Mediterranean future. We would like to bring culture back to the fore, by
celebrating each country’s similarities and idiosyncrasies, by starting conversations and by creating international
networks to bring us all closer than ever before.
We are SVELA FESTIVAL, a travelling film festival based on a sailing boat that is dedicated to intercultural exchange
in the Mediterranean. We curate a diverse programme of films, documentaries and animations covering
Mediterranean issues of a social, environmental and/or cultural nature. Harking back to the origins of Western
civilisation, we will physically carry these stories across the sea with the power of the wind, aiming to promote the
discovery of shared experiences as well as the understanding and appreciation of cultural differences.

Our aim is to highlight Mediterranean issues and bring people together through the power of cinema.
We will set sail each summer for 4 months, to bring 4 different cities, in 4 different countries, our diverse 5-day
festival programme including film screenings, talks, debates, workshops and concerts. We will discover and
promote the hidden talent and untold stories of the Mediterranean region. In our selection of films, we will be
inclusive and diverse, allowing for previously unheard voices to take the floor and gain international recognition as
well as awareness of the various causes they may support. We will build up and activate a local partner network, to
enhance local job creation and the sharing of knowledge.
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1.1 MISSION, VISION AND VALUES
MISSION: Through the format of a travelling film festival on a
sailing boat, Svela will discover hidden talent, create international
networks and strengthen the existing film infrastructure of the
Mediterranean region. We will raise important issues and be a
platform for discussion and activism, as well as providing
opportunities for learning new skills and networking.

VISION: SVELA envisages a strong and connected
Mediterranean region, thriving and cooperating by sharing its
culture and stories. We aim to break down political and linguistic
barriers, leading to the creation of a dynamic community of
artists, film-makers, producers and activists.
VALUES: SVELA Film Festival aims to enhance social cohesion between the different shores of the
Mediterranean Sea with our peaceful and pluralist dialogue. Our films will expose hidden talent, carry
bold ideas, and highlight the creativity and activism of filmmakers of the region. Our events will fully
embrace the social and environmental values that propel our project. Finally, we want the festival to be
independent to preserve our freedom of choice and consistency with our ethical principles.
3

1.2 THE TEAM
SVELA, the Sailboat and our symbol.
Heir to the Argo, the Chebek and the Bettes, our sailing ship will find a second life during our
adventure, taking local stories around the Mediterranean, from port to port, from anchor to
anchor. Designed in the colours of our festival, our goal is to be noticed! To raise our flag, to
open our sails, to go to places of passage like ports, to answer questions from the curious… It
will be an instrument of contact with a potential audience. Its appearance with a technical and
symbolic explanation will be digitised and put in 3D on our website.

Dario Aita, the Sirena.
For the first edition we chose Dario Aita as a guide and figurehead for his commitment to the
film industry and the work he does to increase and enhance his nation's emerging talent.
Dario was born in Palermo and is an established film and theatre actor and director of both
theatre and cinema. With a collective of directors he founded R.A.C, an association that aims to
stimulate an alternative mode to the traditional "solitariness" of the directing figure, and to
promote a redefinition of the ethical premises of directing work. He is also a member of
U.N.I.T.A., a trade association founded by more than 100 theatre and audiovisual performers
created to support and promote the centrality of the craft of the actor within the artistic and
cultural landscape and in the social formation of every individual.
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Juliette Matrige

Francesca Placanica

Financial Director

Operation Director

Belgium

Italy

Interests Project management &
learning new cultures.
Experience Business studies,
Audiovisual production,
volunteering via the scouts.

Interests Participatory art,
community projects.
Experience exhibition curator,
festival project holder.

Barley Weatherall

Alix Volpe

Communication Director

Creative Director

Scotland

France

Interests Southern european
languages, intercultural
communication, gender equality.
Experience French, Spanish,
Italian culture & language studies,
volunteering with young refugees
in Italy.

Interests Mediterranean
performing art, cinema, music,
ecology & social acitivism
Experience Humanities and
political science studies,
organization of film festivals, living
in a sailboat.
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2. THE ROUTE
Our aim is to share a diverse range of
Mediterranean stories, in the form of
independent movies, by creating the
concept of an itinerant slow film festival.
We will, like Odysseus before us, traverse
the sea in a sailing boat, bringing these
testimonies from port to port, fostering a
strengthened Mediterranean dialogue,
as well as new connections and
inspiration.
As an itinerant Film Festival, SVELA will
visit four different cities every edition, for
the first edition we start from Palma de
Mallorca, continue to Oran, sail to Bizerte
and finally arrive in Palermo as the
closing stop of our journey. We want to
create a format that can be used and
adapted to new cities each year.

Palma de Mallorca
Palermo

Barcelona

Bizerte
Oran
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3. OPPORTUNITY AND STRATEGY
I. Svela’s Main Objectives and goals
Intercultural exchange via discovery and sharing of cultures
Increased sense of unity between Mediterranean countries
Providing an international platform and audience for a diverse and
socially responsible range of films, documentaries and animations

Engage an audience segment that would not usually attend film
festivals, within a wide range of countries
Provide networking opportunities for members of the
Mediterranean film community
Stay true to our ecological and renewable principles, while
raising awareness of the concept of ‘slow travel’
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II. Festival Location Plan for Year 1, 2023
We are based in Barcelona, a city that often models itself as ‘the capital of the Mediterranean’; it will serve as a strategic
location for our planning and pre-production stages of the festival during the winter, including the pre-launch
fundraising event and closing awards ceremony. In order to save money, our team will work remotely, hiring a
coworking space only when needed for important meetings. We will moor the boat in Roda de Bara, Barcelona, where it
is cheapest (265€/month), close to the city and secure. The boat will be hired out when not in use to generate income.
For the first edition, we will stop in four cities that each have their own personality, history and culture:

Palma de Mallorca, Spain

Oran, Algeria

Bizerte, Tunisia

Palermo, Sicily

We chose cities with a variety of social, cultural and economic profiles that could represent ecological and
anthropological interests. Of course, we needed to find cities not that far from each other, focusing on the western part
of the region this year, and moving on to other parts of the Med in the next editions.
See details in annex p.1

III. SWOT ANALYSIS
The conclusions from our SWOT analysis are that with our unique and attractive concept for the festival, as well as our
socio-cultural aims we will be in a strong position to face potential threats, such as the difficulties of sourcing funding,
and our reliance on a strong communication strategy for success. We do however have to be mindful of the complexity
of logistics, with so many moving parts in different cultures and languages, however, our international management
team has a broad variety of skills to manage intercultural complications. Finally, some of the major threats that we face
are complications with the weather, which we have accounted for in our logistics plan, as well as potential political or
global health situations, such as the war in Ukraine or the covid-19 pandemic, which can be unforeseeable, yet we have
a flexible outlook that is necessary in any post-covid company.
See details in annex p.1
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4. MARKET ANALYSIS
4.1 ARTIST SEGMENTATION
Through our open-call and contacts, we will select independent Mediterranean directors willing to
share regional stories, culture, engagement. Apart from the impact of the film content there will be
no other restrictions to participate in the festival.

Fadi Bak,
Lebanese filmmaker.
''Last Days of the Man of
Tomorrow''

Sophia Seymour,
British
writer
&
documentary
maker
living in Naples.
''Teranga: the migrantrun Afrobeat nightclub
uniting Naples''
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Randa Maroufi,
Moroccan-french artist &
filmmaker
''Bab Sebta (La Porte de
Ceuta)''

4.2 AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION
Mediterranean audience with a focus on the 4 countries we are going to visit during our editions.
Driven by a true desire for cultural democratisation and mediation, we target a wide social
background and capital (social, economical, cultural) with the concern of reaching low and middle
social classes. Our festival is inclusive and welcomes all genders and all ages, for a broad and transgenerational communication.

Giulia, 22 yo, Palermo,
Student in chemistry.

Marco, 33 yo, Trieste,
Cartoonis.

Ayoub, 72yo, Bizert,
retired.

Interested in the protection
of marine biodiversity, came
to see a documentary short
movie about this topic in
Israel and stayed for all the
screening.

Came to see a short film by a
director from his town about
their living heritage, followed by a
meeting with the director. After a
discussion, they agreed on a
future collaboration!

Formerly the owner of a café
on the port of Bizerte, Ayoub
is curious to listen to the
stories and accounts of his
customers, from Tunisia and
elsewhere.
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See details in annex p.4

4.3 PARTNER SEGMENTATION
In each of our destinations and around the Mediterranean we will establish both short and long term
effective partnerships with local actors: cultural/environmental/social associations/NGOs/centres,
donors and sponsors, public institutions and press for visibility, material, venue or financial support.
Motivated by the same values and objectives as our own, these partnerships will enable us to carry out
joint projects and encourage mutual support with local actors.

Factories for the production
of cultural value.
Visibility,
material
and
venue support, potential
activity around cinema and
activism with a resident
association.

French public institution.
Visibility, material, venue
or
financial
support.
Organising co-event and
benefit
from
their
audience.
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Media, open-source research
and
documentation
programme
Partner in the construction of
our boat and workshop in
one of the editions linked
with
their
documentary
Nomade des mers.

4.4 COMPETITORS ANALYSIS
To ensure the quality and originality of our proposal, we carried out a
benchmark analysis of various other film festivals. The festivals chosen
for this evaluation are both itinerant and fixed, based around the
Mediterranean region with a social and/or environmental proposition.
We can highlight the presence of 5 film festivals close to our proposal.
Value Curve
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See details in annex p.5
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Conclusion
We base our proposal on an
original concept and a new
storytelling that makes these
festivals not competitors, but
rather as true partners and allies
in our journey to achieve our
vision and mission. We want to
foster a philosophy of co-learning
and collaboration.
Moreover, no festival allows for
direct communication between
the different shores and each one
focuses on a particular theme or
format. For us, it is a creative and
Mediterranean carte blanche that
our festival offers.
With this sense of cooperation, as
well as a unique and memorable
concept, we believe that we have
the perfect opportunity to launch
our itinerant film festival.

5. PALERMO TASTER PACK
Strategically located in the heart of the Mediterranean and with a rich cultural and cinematic history, Sicily
seems like an obvious choice of location for Svela’s first voyage. What better site than the beautiful, diverse,
seaside capital of Palermo?

I. Locations
La Cala (Palermo’s sailing marina) will be the site for our outdoor
screenings. Its evocative location, within eyesight of where the Svela
boat is moored, will be the perfect place to show films, to start a
conversation with the viewers about our journey and the mission of
the festival.

Teatro dello Spasimo (10-min stroll from the marina), a
deconsecrated church turned cultural centre, will be our indoor
screenings location. A stunning and historically interesting location
that ties in perfectly with the story-telling of our festival. In its open
air and covered spaces, we can house a selection of street food
stands, and screen various films at once.
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II. Film selection
200 metres - 2021, dir. by Ameen Nayfeh. A Palestinian father
trapped on the other side of the separation wall is trying to
reach the hospital for his son.
Ce que le jour doit à la nuit - 2012, dir. by Alexandre Arcady,
adapted from Yasmina Khadra’s book : a film about French
expatriates in Oran.
Djam - 2017 dir. by Tony Gatlif. A Greek girl is sent to Istanbul
on a mission. There, she meets Avril, a French woman who
works as a volunteer with refugees but who has run out of
money.
Teranga - 2020: dir. by Sophia Seymour, Daisy Squires and Lou
Marillier. A short documentary on a migrant-run afro-beat
nightclub uniting Naples.
Alcarràs - 2022: dir. by Carla Simón. A Catalan family drama
about the disappearance of traditional harvesting activities.
Un Été à la Goulette - 1996: dir. by Férid Boughedir. Set in
1967 Tunis, a tender comedy that follows three teenage girls
from different faiths.

Film selection criteria
With our film choices, we want to reflect the festival’s values therefore, in this small taster selection, we have singled
out bold ideas, social activism, and hidden talents with a strong Mediterranean theme running throughout. We will
mainly choose new films, however, if there is a particular film of interest that goes well with the theme chosen by the
sirena of the festival, we will not hesitate to include it, new or not.
14

III. General organisation
Day 1
Venues

1

2

3

Day 2
1

2

3

Day 3
1

2

Day 4

3

1

2

3

Day 5
1

2

Workshop by the sirena

3
Workshops with the
city's film schools

11:00
13:00

Involving the city's
associations

17:00
19:00

Workshop led by local
artists
Talks and panels

20:00
22:00

Short movies
Long movies

Our festival will consist of 3 major activities: screening films (long and short), holding workshops and organizing
panel discussions. The workshops will take place in the morning, the panel discussions and short film screenings in
the afternoon and the feature film screenings in the evening. Technicians will be permanently present for the
screenings and the logistics of the workshops.
See details in annex p.8
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6. OPERATIONS PLAN
Below you can find the project development schedule about the operational planning from October 2022
to June 2023. These are all the steps that will guide us through the achievement of our project.

January 2023,
buy the boat,
strengthen up

October 2022,
ask for loans,
taking care of
legal aspects of

relationships
with local entities,

the project and
take part in open

close the call for
films

call

1
October 2022,
open the
crowdfunding

2

May 2023,
formation
volunteers

3

4

5
Feb-April 2023,
open call for
volunteers, start
looking for staff

December
2022,
open the call for
films

in every city.
Work on the
program

16

6

7
12/06/2023,
sail to Palma de
Mallorca!

See details in annex p.14

7. HUMAN RESOURCES PLAN
The core team consists of the Sirena, each edition of the festival will honour an inspiring filmmaker, this director, also
known as the Sirena of the festival, will have the mission of choosing a theme for the festival and from then on the
festival, both in terms of screenings and workshops, will revolve mainly around this theme. This director would
accompany the four funders throughout the festival on board the sailboat, creating by himself a behind the scene of
the festival and giving workshops on the chosen theme in each of the destinations. In every city the team will be
implemented by different local professionals hired as freelance.
The Sirena

SVELA team

Partners

Operation
team

Volunteers

Activities
team

Communication
team

Volunteers

Volunteers
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Hands-on
team

Volunteers

Volunteers

7.1 STAFF FOR ONE CITY
The staff we will need for the production of the festival for a single city (three days of set-up, five days of actual
festival and two days of disassembly) consists of approximately 25 people (10 professionals and 15 volunteers*).
Within the SVELA team, the four members will play
INTERNAL EXTERNAL
different roles and each will be leading a different
ROLE
RESPONSABILITIES
STAFF
STAFF
team: Alix Volpe as Creative Director, will be in charge
Sirena
1
of the activities team managing the workshops and
In charge of the
Partners
the guests that will be hired for them (10 artists per Operations team* production of the
1
involved
festival.
city, counting as external staff). She will also be in
In charge of public
charge of the digital communication; Barley Weatherall
Communication relations, press and
2
1
will head the communication team as Director of
digital
team*
communication.
Communication, she will be in charge of public
In charge of scheduling
relations with the press and the journalists and
and managing
Activities team*
1
10
workshops and
organising press conferences. The team will be
collateral activities.
supported by a professional photographer to
In charge of the setting
document the festival as part of the external staff;
up, management of the
6
audio
and
video
part.
It
Hands-on
team*
Francesca Placanica as Operation Director will head
also includes security
the operations team being in contact with the local
officers.
partners involved, the local institutions and in charge
*Two or three volunteers will be assigned to each team based on
the needs of the role, the volunteers will ideally perform a service
of managing volunteers; Juliette Matrige as Financial
of five hours per day.
Director will head the hands-on team consisting of
three technicians and two security officers. At the sam e time she will be in charge of the logistics plan for the setup and take-down of the event.
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8. COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
A regular, original and creative communication campaign will be one of the
keys to the success of our festival. We will rely mainly on digital
communication via social networks (Instagram, Facebook, YouTube and
LinkedIn), an email newsletter and our website.
Nevertheless, a direct communication campaign will also be necessary, via
the exhibition of 50 posters per city, our intervention in film schools, cultural
centres, congresses and citizens or film festivals and via the presence of our
sailboat SVELA in the colours of the festival around Mediterranean sea.

Target dates
Sept 2022
Beginning of our communication
campaign (website, social media)

Oct 2022
Beginning of our crowdfunding
campaign

Dec 2022

Communication Goals
Audience : attracting and retaining audiences, share information about the
festival & rise awareness about the issues we are targeting through our
project.
Artists : Attract filmmakers to offer a wide range of film and stories

Beginning of our Open Call

Jan-Feb 2022
Secure partnerships
Volunteers and staff call

April 2022

Sponsorship: Raise cash and in-kind donations from certain key companies
and sponsors, use of our circle of advisors to attract famous names and
influencers to support the project, build strategic international partnerships
for our logistics.

Presentation of the program

Press: Engage local and international press with newsworthy press releases,
enter cultural calendars and guides, and build an international network of
mediterranean journalists.

Languages

See details in annex p.17-29
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May 2022
Opening of the ticket sales

+ translator for the other necessary languages

8.1 FUNDRAISING
Our festival will rely on the collaboration of some key partners, who will contribute their money, resources and/or
time to helping the project go ahead. Below are some of the logos of the key partners we hope to collaborate with
for the first year of the festival, with the main examples focusing on Palermo. We will achieve some of these
partnerships through our contacts in our circle of advisors (see annex), and some will be made through networking
and fundraising events.

Public partners (examples):

Private fund partners (examples):

Crowdfunding:

Palermo Examples (in kind, pro bono + logistics partners):

See details in annex p.26-29
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9. RISK MANAGEMENT

In the table below you will find the different risks that could threaten our activity, as well as the way in which we
intend to respond to them if they were to occur.
See details in annex p.28

RISK CATEGORY

RISK DESCRIPTION

Financial

Not getting grants from public authorities, support from foundations, donations, income from
crowdfunding, etc. To prevent this from happening, the presentation of the activity during fundraising must be carefully
prepared, providing data and arguments that will convince potential funders (whether public or private).

Operations

The festival not going exactly as planned due to factors outside the organisation. Indeed, in every cultural
project, and even more so in the events, there is a significant degree of uncertainty. It is therefore essential to have a plan
B in case something breaks down.

Political

The cultural topic of a screening provoking negative reactions in one of the festival destinations. The subject
of one of the films/documentaries shown at the festival may indeed cause offence, because, as mentioned above, cultural
differences are not only a source of enrichment. Therefore, it is important to be careful when selecting
films/documentaries, and to properly introduce those that you feel can create a debate.

Partners

Lack of responsive partners. As large part of our project is based on partnerships with companies based in Barcelona
and in the cities where the festival will take place, the lack of potential partners or the communication problems with
them could stifle this project. It is therefore important to make a complete list with all possible partners to have choices
and alternatives.

Social/market

Lack of people attending the festival. Although access to the festival is free, it is possible that, as this is the first
edition, there will be fewer spectators than expected. In this case, our social impact would not be achieved.This is why it is
very important to have an effective communication strategy and a clear, precise and feasible communication plan.

Weather

Weather conditions during the entire festival journey. Indeed, the weather conditions in the Mediterranean can be
very variable especially in summer. At each destination, we will have alternate venues if the conditions do not allow us to
screen outside and we will reach the next festival destination by another means of transportation.From there, our
skipper will join us by sailboat at the next destination as soon as the weather conditions allow it, because the sailboat
must remain the soul of the festival.
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10. FINANCIAL PLAN

I. Costs statement (for the first year)
As stated above, the festival budget is divided into two
main areas: firstly, the general costs of organising the
festival and secondly, the production costs related to
the destinations. As explained before, we started from
the figures of the production costs related to Palermo
and we added them by 4, considering that this
destination represented a perfect average between
the cost of living of each destination. Indeed, if
Mallorca can be more expensive and general, the
expenses in Bizerte and Oran are likely to be slightly
lower.
See details in annex p.30

Production costs (45%)
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General costs (55%)

Investment
We will proceed to the major purchase of 2 resources for our festival: First of all we will proceed to the
purchase of the boat, with a cost of 75.000€, which will have a depreciation over 15 years. Then we will
proceed with the purchase of the projector, screen and sound devices for a total value of 8.000€. We consider
a depreciation of 4 years due to the travel conditions and the fragility of the material.
Partnerships
Our structure will be based mainly on partnerships, which result in some costs equal to 0. Indeed, we consider
that the costs of renting a projection room, renting a stage or any other associated expenses will not be
charged to us but to our partners, who will be mainly cultural institutions. In the counterpart, you will see in the
income statement that the amount of partnerships also amounts to 0.
GENERAL COSTS
Investment in tangible assets
- Buying of the boat
- Buying of the projector,
screen and sound device

Maintenance costs
Permanent staff

PRODUCTION COSTS
83.000€

Broadcasting and workshops 48.600€

75.000€
8.000€

- Hospitality costs
34.000€
- Travel costs
9.600€
- Renting of premises
0€
- Stage hire
0€
- Electricity and other charges 0€

6.670€
85.000€

- Salary of the management team 72.000€
- Salary of the boat skipper
8.000€
- The ‘Siren’ compensation
5.000€

Administrative costs
Communication costs
Other general costs

- Subtitling of the films

Total

Event-related staff
- Technicians
- Guests for the
workshops
- Security staff

2.288€
22.100€
8.750€

51.360€

14.080€
30.000€
7.280€

Local administrative costs

8.750€

Total

208.648€
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11.000€

106.992, 92€

II. Income statement (for the first year)
As we are formed as a non-profit organisation, we want to do everything to increase our social impact as much as
possible, which means: free access to the festival for everyone and registration of the different productions at no
cost for the filmmakers. We will only receive money for admission to workshops given by professionals and
donations from spectators to support the good cause. Therefore, although our income allows us to support our
activity, it is not sufficient to support the project in its entirety. This is why we rely heavily on public authorities as
well.
See details in annex p31

Income funding (34%)
GRANT FUNDING
International/EU grant funding
0€
National government grant funding 25.000€
- Spanish Ministry of culture

25.000€

Regional government grant funding 60.000€
- Different destinations of the festival, 15.000€
example from Sicily

City level government funding
- Ajuntament of Barcelona

Grants from Private Trusts &
Foundations
- Archipel Mobility Fund

Grant funding (66%)

25.000€

25.000€

100.000€

100.000€

Total

210.000€
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INCOME FUNDING

Non venue-based income

56.000€

- Sponsoring
20.000€
- Charitable donations
10.000€
- Crowdfunding
8.000€
- Renting of the boat during the year 16.000€
- Partnerships
0€

Venue-based income

56.000€

- Rental of food/beverage trading space 8.000€
- Workshops tickets
24.000€
- Donations from spectators
24.000€

Total

110.000€

III.Cash flow analysis of the first year
It should be reminded that this analysis is only valid
for the first year. Indeed, the mobility fund of the
Archipel foundation will only be used in the first year

GENERAL COSTS

- 208.648€

PRODUCTION COSTS

-106.992, 92€

INCOME FUNDING

110.000€

GRANT FUNDING

210.000€

TOTAL

4.359,08€

to cover the purchase of our boat as well as the
transport costs for the first edition of the festival.
Furthermore, the crowdfunding campaign will also
only be used for the first year to cover the purchase
of the projection screen, the projector and the sound
system. In the future, we will compensate this source
of

funding

with

an

increase

in

sponsorship

income,from €20,000 to €30,000, due to the growing
popularity of the festival.
You will find the detailed budgets, the annual cash
flow analysis over 3 years, the monthly cash flow
analysis as well as the explanation for each amount.

See details in annex p32
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11. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
I. Goals and milestones
As previously explained, our main goals through this work are to promote
intercultural exchange via discovery and sharing of cultures, to increase sense
of unity between Mediterranean countries, to provide an international
platform and audience for a diverse and socially responsible range of films,
documentaries and animations, to engage an audience segment that would
not usually attend film festivals, to provide networking opportunities for
members of the Mediterranean film community and to stay true to our
ecological and renewable principles, while raising awareness of the concept of
‘slow travel’.
Therefore, it is quite complex to establish limited indicators of success, as these
different aspects are interrelated and difficult to measure with numbers. However,
our social impact can be measured by these different indicators among others:
The number of people attending the festival (broadcastings, workshops & panel
talks)
The number of films/documentaries registering for the festival
The reviews on our festival from all stakeholders
The number of external partnerships created from the festival
An analysis of the carbon footprint of our festival by professionals
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II. Five year path to eventually launch a production company
Within 5 years
First, we aim at growing our activity, and our impact in parallel, according to the criteria listed previously.
In addition, within 5 years, we expect to have visited all 21 countries bordering the Mediterranean.
During this period, our audiovisual production activity will be limited to the annual production of a "behind the
scenes" documentary directed by our Sirena.

After 5 years
After 5 years of following this structure, we want to extend our activity to the production of committed films and
documentaries. This would allow more culturally engaged films to be made and would strengthen the cultural
awareness, which is at the heart of our project. The number of films produced annually and their audience will
therefore become new indicators of the success of our activity.
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